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In this paper we present results of computational experiments where multi-objective algorithms
were used to tune a controller for blind movements in a room of the LESO experimental building.
The blind controller which is based on fizzy logic was optimized not only in terms of energy
consumption but also in terms of thermal comfort. The goal is to show saving potential for
intelligent blind controller on a real world example rather than on tailored idealized test rooms.
Therefore we combined a state of the art simulation program with a rnulti-objective evolutionary
algorithms. It was found that with elementary control systems, Iike schedules for the lighting in
a building, almost 40% of the energy could be saved. With the help of more advanced controllers
the savings can be further increased.

1 INrRonucTroN

Energy-efficiency for buildings has always been a topic of interest, but with increasing energy
costs the interest in this field is even growing. The main proportion of energy in the housing
sector is used for space heating and cooling. Therefore, a good control of the blinds is important
because they influence significantly the thermal profile of a building via heat gains, which are
welcome during winter, and should be avoided during summer time. Since the control of these
and other complex systems in a building are not trivial, automatic controllers for technical
equipment are more and more used. On the other hand design tools and simulation software
nowadays has reached a level of accuracy which allows propeï analysis of the performance of
such a controller. For assessing the saving potential we use one room of the LESO experimental
building which we model in the IDA ICE building simulation software. This allows us to test
different types of blind controller in a fast and exact manner. To point out the influence of blinds
v/e compared the average transmitted power with closed and with open blinds and measured
that at the south oriented LESO room average power amounts to 529 trÿ with opened blinds,
and only to 19 W with closed blinds.

In most of the publications it has been shown that their proposed controller in terms of energy
consumption is superior to an on-off controlled counterpart [1, 2]. Unfortunately the complete
saving potential has as far as we know not be evaluated. Our goal is on the one hand to optimize
the energy efficiency of our controller and on the other hand introduce as a second objective a
measurement for thermal comfort. This gives us the possibility to identify the complete saving
potential and furthermore establish a trade-off between user-comfort and energy-efficiency. For
a more realistic simulation we introduce stochastic models to handle occupancy, internal loads
and artificial lighting which influences the energy consumption directly.
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frUt" t' Sp""ri"rtt.

influence on the U-Value
Room Floor area of a room: L5.7m2, Room height: 2.8rn
External Wall Farade wall (to South): 5.4rn2,light wall (lcrn plaster panel * 12cm thermal insula-

tion * lcrn wood)
Internal Wall light p-artition wall (lcrn plaster panel * 4crn thermal insulation *lcrn plaster panel)
Floor 15.7m2 (lcrn rubber coating * 6crn screed * 6crn thermal insulation ! Zbcmconcrete

stab)
Window 3.8m2 net area (double glazing with IR coating, U-vaJue: L.AW/rn2 K)

2 ExpBmrraENTAL sETTTNG

One room of the LESO building was modeled with IDA ICE according to its real dimensions.
For the window we did not model the daylighting system of LESO [3] with an anidolic2 and a
normal window, instead we used just one window with the combined size of these two windows.
As a simplifying assumption we consider that the building is not surrounded by other buildings
that essentially block the sunlight. It is located in Lausanne, Switzerland at a latitude of 46.b3o,
longitude of 6.67" and altitude of 380rn.

2.L HparrNc sysrEM

The room is equipped with one electric radiator which is positioned below the window and has
a setpoint of 2L "Cs . The LESO building is not equipped with an air conditioning unit but we
introduced one in the simulation to measure the unpleasant heat gains in terms of energy.

2.2 OccupeuoN

As each human being emits heat and pollutants, her/his presence directly changes the indoor
environment. In addition to that, the interaction with electrical appliances as well as the use
of artifrcial lighting increases the internal heat gains and the consumption of electricity. Wè
use the stochastic models developed at LESO by Jessen Page [ ] since they include the latest
development in this field of study and are adaptable to our requirements. The Occupancy
density in our flat is 10rn2 net area/person with a metabolic rate of l.2met and heat emissions
of 70 W/person.

2.3 ARuprcreL LTcHTTNG

How artificial lighting is used depends mostly on the occupant and whether there are automated
schedules already installed in the building. To simulate the attitude towards the usage of artifi-
cial lighting we implemented the Lightswitch 2002 algorithm [5] which simulates the switching
behavior of occupants. This gives us a realistic feeling of the periods where artificial lighting is
most probable used and the blind settings can adapt according to this. The installed nominal
power in the LESO room is 4.5 Wlm2 with an efficiency of. bb.2lm/W

3 FRaupwoRK oF THE oprrMrzER

lMhen optimizing a system with many parameters where the relation between them may not
simply be understood, conventional optimization techniques proved to be not always the best

2The upper window in each LESO room has an anidolic mirror to provide su-frcient illumination during overcast
skies a.s well as illuminate the back of each room.

3The temperature is kept via a closed loop control of the internal temperature.



lf Season is winter and Iqba is night then o : nr
Isbo i.s high then a: rz
Istoa is m'id then a : os
Istoa is low then a: xa
Isut is night then o : ns
Isut i,s high then a : re
In66 is rnid then a: tztglob aë I|LIU Lle\ q : Ii
Io1o6 'is lou then o : zs

Figure 1: Operation diagram.
Figure 2: The fuzzy rules for the controller
with the parameter vector x (r1,...rs).

choice. Since in this case the results for the fitness function are provided by an external simula-
tion program which acts like a black box, genetic algorithms seemed well suited. Given that we
will cope with two objectives, the energy consumption and the thermal comfort, a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) will be used for the optimization of the blind controller.

3.1 MuLrr-oeJECTIVE oprrMrzATroN

Like in many real world problems we deal with two obiectives whiclr contradict each other and
therefore we cannot identify 'one' optimal solution. Hence for the decision making it is important
to know the trade-off between the solutions by computing the pareto-optimal frontier. For that
task in recent years a variety of genetic strategies have been proposed (for an overview see for
instance [6, 7]). Let us consider a typical multi-objective optimization problem:

Minimize (/,(*),..., ("f,rz(*)),

Subjectto gr(x)à0, k:!,2,...,K,
1(r) <; < 1(u)

Here f* are the objective functions, 97, the constraints ur,O ;ç(z),X(v) the bounds for the
parameter vector x. For frnding the reliable frontier NSGA-II has been applied.

3.2 Layour oF THE oprrMrzATroN

To perform the optimization we combined two independent programs. The NSGA-II [8] opti-
mization algorithm and the IDA ICE 3.0 (IDA Indoor Climate and Energy) program [g, 10].
IDA ICE is a dynamic building simulation program that makes simultaneous performance as-
sessments of all parts of the building: energy consumption, light, shape, envelop glazing, HVAC,
systems, controls, indoor air quality, etc. The IDA ICE simulation tool is iteratively called by
the NSGA-II via batch mode whenever there is a evaluation of the frtness function needed. The
results from the optimization are given back to NSGA-II which is evaluating the fitness functions
and changing the design variables according to its crossover and mutation operators. \Mith the
new design parameters the IDA ICE is called again until termination criteria is fulfilled. The
operation diagram is given in Fig. 1.

According to [11] there are two main ways of adapting fuzzy systems with GA,s. First by
generating rule sets and second by changing parameters in the membership functions. Because
the fiuzy rules are based on a real world tested controller [12] we apply the second possibility.
Generally the parameters of the membership functions are used for rnodification. But since
we use a Sugeno[13] typu fiuzy itference and the outputs (r,i) are crisply defined, only these
are considered for the adaption. Within these controller attention is mostly given to thermal
aspects, the rules are shown in Figure 2.

3

lf. Season is uinter and,
If Season is ui,nter and
If Season is uinter and
lî Season is suntmer and
If Season,i,s summer and
lf. Senson is summer and,
11 Season is summer ar,d,

(1)



Isuu is the Global vertical illuminance in [Iux] on the window plane and Season the current
outside temperature in ["C]. The output values a correlate directly with the blind setting,
where a : 0 meâns blind is closed and a : 1 stands for blind is open. Since we measure the
illuminance at different positions we get different blind movements for every window.

4 Oe"rpcrrvEs oF THE oprrMIZATroN

The fuzzy-logic controller is responsible for attempting optimal use of the blinds during occu-
pancy and without occupancy. During that time we want to optimize the energy consumption
and the thermal comfort in the rooms. Of course blinds are also affecting heavily the visual
comfort. To optimize a shading algorithm it is substantial to quantify objectively the visual dis-
comfort. The two main cause of visual discomfort are glare and insufficient illuminance where
glare is, by far, the more difficutt problem of these two. To evaluate every blind position for
glare is not in the scope of this work and is especially for residential buildings difficult. The
level of illuminance is included indirectly in the optimization: If the illuminance falls below 800
lux the electric lighting is switched on and we corsume energy which will negatively influence
the first objective.

4.L ENpRcy EFFTcTENCv

Objective one is the cumulated energy which has been used for the HVAC and the artificial
lighting:

(2)

Where Plr is the Power for heating and cooling, Pp the poweï of artificial lighting, and,T
the duration.

4.2 TSPRITAET, COMFORT

The main purpose of installed heating and air-conditioning systems is to provide an environment
that does not impair performance and health of the occupants. In our study we concentrate on
satisfying the general thermal comfort so as an objective for quantifying that the PPD [14] is in
our eyes a suitable measure. The occupants do not change their clothing (0.5 CLO) during the
optimization. Although this may not reflect real behavior, it makes the results of the simulation
comparable and does not influence the procedure vÿe present for optimizing a blind controller.

/,(*) : /ro" + Pr.) d,t

1z(*): Li?ÿ (3)

5 RBsur,ts

We run the NSGA-II for 80 generations with a population size of 80. One evaluation of the
fitness function in IDA ICE takes about 15 s on a 3.00 GHz Pentium PC which caused an
execution time of about 27h. The SBX recombination probability is set to 0.g and distribution
index of 15, the mutation probability is 0.1 with a distribution index of 20 [6]. The simulation
covers seven cold days 14 intermediate and fi.ve warm days. These synthetic periods are chosen
to cover all kind of climate conditions and keeping the simulation time manageable. To take
into account the internal heat reservoir the dynamic simulation repeats the first 24h until all
conditions have balanced out and only after that starts the main simulation. Although this
takes computational time it increases accuracy significantly.

To get comparable results first we analyze the parameters which have been originally pro-
posed and also the two extreme cases: blinds a4e always lowered, blinds are always open. The
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(a) Developing of the solutions during the
optimization. The initial population is
shorvn in blark, the second in blue, the
third in yellow, the 10tà in green a^nd the
final population in red which is also shown
in Figure 3(b).
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(b) Pareto front of the LESO optimiza-
tion with a population of 80 and 80 iter-
ations. The càsê L..ey is shown as a filted
quadràt, Lor". and La1o"ed ârê, not shown
because of sca]e.

Figure 3: Pareto-fronts

Table 2: Results separated by periods.

L"p.n
Lcrosed. 39.86
Lr"l 33.02

33.30
31.16

36.20
77.).2
t.57
0.96

16.1 1

0.59
o.40
0.09
o.oo

1 1.60
8.30
t3.47
9.97
7.84

4.27
43.74
15.09

12.38

9.33

5.98
13,14
9.11
6.71
60s

pareto-front of the best population is shown in Figure 3(b) together with Lr"y the solution with
the reference setting, Loo"n and L"losed, are not shown because of tlre scale.

In Table 3(a) we show how the optimization is advancing from population to population
and converging towards the pareto-front. In the first geneïations the population is moving fast
towards the optimal pareto-front rvhereas at the end the movement is slowing down heavily.
With this knowledge the number of generations for fututre optimizations can be estimated to
avoid useless iteratiorrs.

The best setting in terms of energ, consumption is L{!r, which consumed Ja.3a fkwh] arul
has an average PPD of 10.36%- One can see that Lr4 ii relatively close to the idlal energy
consumption but is lacking averâge PPD. On the other hand, L{!", which is the best setting for
objective ,fz (average PPD) does not improve average PPD thus much, creating a flat trade-off
between the two objectives.

In Table 2 we show how energy consumption (objective fi) is distributed over the periods.
One can see that the minimum eneïgy consumption for the winter can be reached with leaving
the blinds open all the time. This makes sense, since the heat gains are maximized and the
blinds have no influence on the insulation. The high energy consumption during the winter
periods are due to low radiation in the winter period which can not be compensated by any
blind controller. In the intermediate and summer case, one can better see the impact of a good
controller. The energy consumption in Lfu)r, is reduced by 98% in intermediate and by gg% in
summer period compared to Loo"n. By compari"g L{)*and, Lr"1 there is still an improvement
of 39% in interrnediate and 77% in summer period. 

-Ït 
should be mentioned again, that the

occupant is not adapting himself in terms of clothing, for that reason the PPD reaches high
values. With a temperature of 2l oC, a clothigg of 0.5 CLO, and an activity of 1.2 MET the



PMV reaches around -1.5, which refers to a ppD of around 50%.

6 CoNcl,usroNs AND FUTURE \MoRK

In this paper v/e proposed a combination of a high level simulation pïogram and an optimizer
based on evolutionary algorithrns. We showed that the combination is capable of finding so-
lutions which are significantly better than our reference case. Due to detailed modeling the
results can be transfered directly into real world application. The energy savings we found show
the necessity of optimization in this field and the superior of the found solutions in terms of
energy and thermal comfort to the hurnan maile coutrterpart. AIso the results would only fit for
that special setup, the approach is capable of really assessing the saving potential while keeping
in mind the comfort of the occupants. This makes it possible to benchmark different systems
and make a statement about the theoretical saving potential of them. One can also compare
different types of controllers and may get a combined pareto-front consisting of the best results
by different systems. Then, according to the preferences of the user, the most suitable controller
can be chosen. For the design of a new controller, the data of the parameter, can be used to
identify the critical factors more easily.

6.1 FuruRp woRK

For future work we want to investigate adequate objective functions for visual and thermal
comfort of human beings, since this is the most crucial point for the acceptance of controllers.
F\rrthermore, criteria for blind controller can be investigated with this approach and help to
develop an adaptable blind controller.
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